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Logical equivalence  (1/3)Logical equivalence  (1/3)

Def 5.21 Given two closed formulas ADef 5.21 Given two closed formulas A11,A,A22, if v, if vII(A(A11) = ) = II(A(A22) ) 
for for allall interpretation interpretation II, then A, then A11 is is logically equivalentlogically equivalent to Ato A22

Notation: ANotation: A11 ≡≡ AA22

Let A be a closed formula and U a set of closed formulas.  Let A be a closed formula and U a set of closed formulas.  
If for all interpretations If for all interpretations II, , vvII(A(A) = T whenever ) = T whenever vvII(A(Aii) = T for ) = T for 
all Aall Aii ∈∈ U, then A is a logical consequence of UU, then A is a logical consequence of U

Notation: U Notation: U ²² AA

ThmThm 5.22 A 5.22 A ≡≡ B B iffiff ²² A A ↔↔ B, U B, U ²² A A iffiff ²² (A(A11 ÆÆ ……ÆÆ AAnn) ) →→ AA
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Logical Logical 
equivalence (2/3)equivalence (2/3)
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Logical equivalence (3/3)Logical equivalence (3/3)
Find counter examples for converse wayFind counter examples for converse way

((∀∀xA(x) xA(x) ÇÇ ∀∀xB(x)) xB(x)) →→ ∀∀x(A(x) x(A(x) ÇÇ B(xB(x))))
∃∃x (x (A(xA(x) ) ÆÆ B(xB(x)) )) →→ ( ( ∃∃x x A(xA(x) ) ÆÆ ∃∃x x B(xB(x))))

Passing quantifiers through implicationPassing quantifiers through implication
∃∃ x(A(xx(A(x) ) →→ B(xB(x)) )) ≡≡ ∃∃x (x (¬¬A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ B(xB(x)) )) ≡≡ ∃∃xx¬¬A(x) A(x) ÇÇ ∃∃ xB(xxB(x))

≡≡ ¬∃¬∃x x ¬¬A(xA(x) ) →→ ∃∃xB(x) xB(x) ≡≡ ∀∀x x A(xA(x) ) →→ ∃∃x x B(xB(x))
Ex 5.23  Ex 5.23  ²² ∀∀x (x (A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ B(xB(x)) )) →→ ((∀∀x x A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ ∃∃x x B(xB(x))))

∀∀x (x (A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ B(xB(x)) )) →→ ((∀∀x x A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ ∃∃x x B(xB(x)) )) ≡≡
∀∀x (x (A(xA(x) ) ÇÇ B(xB(x)) )) →→ ((∃∃xx¬¬A(x)A(x)→→ ∃∃x x B(xB(x))))≡≡
∃∃xx¬¬A(x)A(x) →→ ((∀∀x(A(x)x(A(x)ÇÇB(x))B(x)) →→ ∃∃xB(x)xB(x)))
(note. A (note. A →→ (B (B →→ C) C) ≡≡ B B →→ (A (A →→ C))C))
If vIf vII((∃∃xx¬¬A(x)) = F or vA(x)) = F or vII((∀∀x (x (A(x)A(x)ÇÇB(xB(x))) = F, the formula is true.))) = F, the formula is true.
Thus, we need only show vThus, we need only show vII((∃∃x x B(xB(x)))=T whenever v)=T whenever vII((∃∃xx¬¬A(x)A(x))=T and )=T and 
vvII((∀∀x(A(x)x(A(x)ÇÇB(x))B(x)))=T)=T
By By ThmThm 5.15, for some assignment 5.15, for some assignment σσ’’II, v, vσσ’’II((¬¬A(x)A(x))=T and thus v)=T and thus vσσ’’II((A(x)A(x))=F.  )=F.  
Using Using ThmThm 5.15 again, v5.15 again, vσσII((A(x)A(x)ÇÇB(x)B(x)) = T under all assignments, in ) = T under all assignments, in 
particular under particular under σσ’’II.  Thus, v.  Thus, vσσ’’II(B(x)) = T, and using (B(x)) = T, and using ThmThm 5.15 yet again, 5.15 yet again, 
vvII((∃∃x x B(xB(x))) = T.) = T.
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Necessity of functionsNecessity of functions

One can always do without function symbols by using predicate One can always do without function symbols by using predicate 
symbols insteadsymbols instead

note that a function is defined as a relation as a predicate isnote that a function is defined as a relation as a predicate is
Andy and Paul have the same maternal grandmother (Andy and Paul have the same maternal grandmother (외할머니외할머니))

∀∀xx∀∀yy∀∀uu∀∀v (v (M(x,yM(x,y) ) ÆÆ M(y,AndyM(y,Andy) ) ÆÆ M(u,vM(u,v) ) ÆÆ M(v,PaulM(v,Paul))→→ x=u).x=u).
The function symbols of predicate logic give us a ways of avoidiThe function symbols of predicate logic give us a ways of avoiding ng 
this ugly encoding, for they allow us to represent this ugly encoding, for they allow us to represent yy’’ss mother in a mother in a 
more direct way.more direct way.

Instead of writing Instead of writing M(x,yM(x,y) to mean that x is ) to mean that x is yy’’ss mother, we simply write mother, we simply write 
mm(y(y) to mean ) to mean yy’’ss mother where mother where mm is a function symbolis a function symbol
m(m(Andym(m(Andy)) = )) = m(m(Paulm(m(Paul))))
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Introduction of function symbols (Sect 7.1)Introduction of function symbols (Sect 7.1)
Ex 7.1 Ex 7.1 (x>y) (x>y) →→ ((x+1) > (y+1))((x+1) > (y+1)) can be written in prefix notation as can be written in prefix notation as 
>(>(x,yx,y) ) →→ >(+(x,1),+(y,1)).>(+(x,1),+(y,1)). It is interpreted instance of the following It is interpreted instance of the following 
formula in the predicate calculus: formula in the predicate calculus: p(x,yp(x,y) ) →→ p(f(x,a),f(y,ap(f(x,a),f(y,a)))) wherewhere

> is assigned to p, + is assigned to f and 1 to a> is assigned to p, + is assigned to f and 1 to a
Def 7.2 Let Def 7.2 Let FF be a countable set of function symbols.  The be a countable set of function symbols.  The 
following grammar rules define following grammar rules define termsterms, a generalization of , a generalization of 
constants and variables.   The rule for constants and variables.   The rule for atomic_formulaatomic_formula is modified is modified 
to take a to take a term_listterm_list as its argumentas its argument

atomic formulaatomic formula
term ::= x for any x term ::= x for any x ∈∈ VV
term ::= a for any a term ::= a for any a ∈∈ AA
term ::= term ::= f(term_listf(term_list) for any f ) for any f ∈∈ FF
term_listterm_list ::= term::= term++

atomic_formulaatomic_formula ::= p (::= p (term_listterm_list) for any p ) for any p ∈∈ PP
As with predicate symbols, function symbols have a fixed As with predicate symbols, function symbols have a fixed arityarity

functions are denoted by {functions are denoted by {f,g,hf,g,h}}
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Functions (1/2)Functions (1/2)
Ex 7.3Ex 7.3

terms: a, x, terms: a, x, f(a,xf(a,x), ), f(g(x),yf(g(x),y), ), g(f(a,g(bg(f(a,g(b))))
atomic formulas: atomic formulas: p(a,bp(a,b), ), p(x,f(a,xp(x,f(a,x)), )), q(f(a,a),f(g(x),g(xq(f(a,a),f(g(x),g(x))))

Def 7.4 A term or atom is Def 7.4 A term or atom is groundground iffiff it contains no variables.  A it contains no variables.  A 
formula is formula is groundground iffiff it contains no quantifiers and no variables.  A it contains no quantifiers and no variables.  A 
formula A is a ground instance of a quantifierformula A is a ground instance of a quantifier--free formula A free formula A iffiff it can it can 
be obtained from A by substituting ground terms for the (free) be obtained from A by substituting ground terms for the (free) 
variables in Avariables in A
Def 7.5 Let U be a set of formulas Def 7.5 Let U be a set of formulas s.ts.t. {p. {p11,,……,,ppkk} are all the predicate } are all the predicate 
symbols, {fsymbols, {f11,,……ffll} are all the function symbols and {a} are all the function symbols and {a11,,……,a,amm} are all } are all 
the constant symbols appearing in U.  An the constant symbols appearing in U.  An interpretationinterpretation II is a 4is a 4--tupletuple

(D, {R(D, {R11,,……,,RRkk}, }, {F{F11,,……,F,Fll},}, {d{d11,,…… ddmm})})
D is a D is a nonnon--emptyempty setset
an assignment of an assignment of nnii--aryary relations relations RRii on Don D to the to the nnii--aryary predicate symbols ppredicate symbols pii
an assignment of an assignment of nnii--aryary functions functions FFii on D to the on D to the nnii--aryary function symbols function symbols ffii

Notation: Notation: ffiiII = = FF
ii

an assignment of elements an assignment of elements ddii ∈∈ D to the constant symbols D to the constant symbols aaii
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Functions (2/2)Functions (2/2)

Def 7.6 Given a ground term t, Def 7.6 Given a ground term t, vvII(t(t),), the value of the term in the the value of the term in the 
interpretation interpretation II, is defined by induction:, is defined by induction:

vvII(a(aii) = ) = ddii

vvII(f(fii(t(t11,,……,,ttnn)) = F)) = Fii(v(vII(t(t11),),……,,vvII(t(tnn))))
vvII(A(A)), the value of a formula, is also defined by induction.  For, the value of a formula, is also defined by induction.  For
atomic formulas:atomic formulas:

vvII(p(pii(t(t11,,……,,ttnn)) = T )) = T iffiff (v(vII(t(t11),),……,,vvII(t(tnn)) )) ∈∈ RR
Ex 7.7 (Ex 7.7 (ZZ, {, {≤≤},+,{1}) },+,{1}) ²² ∀∀x x ∀∀y (p(x,y) y (p(x,y) →→ p(f(x,a),f(y,ap(f(x,a),f(y,a))))))

i.e., i.e., ∀∀xx∀∀y ((x y ((x ≤≤ y) y) →→ (x+1 (x+1 ≤≤ y+1)) y+1)) 
However, the formula is However, the formula is not validnot valid since it is falsified by the interpretation since it is falsified by the interpretation 
((ZZ, {, {≤≤},},**,{,{--11})})

4 4 ≤≤ 5 but 4*5 but 4*--1 1 ££ 5*5*--11
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ExampleExample

For an interpretation For an interpretation II = (= (DD,,RR,,FF,,CC) where) where
DD = {= {a,b,ca,b,c}}
RR= {Trans, Final, Equality} where = {Trans, Final, Equality} where 

Trans = {(Trans = {(a,a),(a,b),(a,c),(b,c),(c,ca,a),(a,b),(a,c),(b,c),(c,c)} )} 
Final = {Final = {b,cb,c}}
Equality={(Equality={(a,a),(b,b),(c,ca,a),(b,b),(c,c)})}

FF={} ={} 
CC={a}={a}

Some formulas for Some formulas for II where Rwhere RII=Trans, F=Trans, FII=Final, ==Final, =I I =Equality, =Equality, iiII=a=a
I I ²² ∃∃y y R(R(ii,y,y))
I I ²² ¬¬F(iF(i))
I I 22 ∀∀xx∀∀yy∀∀z (z (R(x,yR(x,y) ) ÆÆ R(x,zR(x,z))→→ y = z)y = z)
I I ²² ∀∀xx∃∃y y R(x,yR(x,y))

a
b

c


